Abstract-Packet loss is a significant cause of visual impairments in video broadcasting over packet-switched networks. There are several subjective and objective video quality assessment methods focused on the overall perception of video quality. However, less attention has been paid on the visibility of packet loss artifacts appearing in spatially and temporally limited regions of a video sequence. In this paper, we present the results of a subjective study, using a methodology where a video sequence is displayed on a touchscreen and the users tap it in the positions where they observe artifacts. We also analyze the objective features derived from those artifacts, and propose different models for combining those features into an objective metric for assessing the noticeability of the artifacts. The practical results show that the proposed metric predicts visibility of packet loss impairments with a reasonable accuracy. The proposed method can be applied for developing packetization and error recovery schemes to minimize the subjectively experienced distortion in error-prone networked video systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE PERCEIVED quality of video sequences transmitted over communications networks is often impaired by several different types of artifacts, most notably compression noise and channel artifacts caused by transmission errors, such as packet losses. In many applications, such as optimization of coding and transmission parameters for adaptive streaming, it would be desirable to estimate the subjective quality in real time without human involvement, using a dedicated algorithm, usually referred to as an objective quality metric. To develop and validate objective metrics, subjective quality ratings are required as ground truth. In order to obtain this ground truth, subjective quality assessment studies need to be organized, involving human test subjects to assess the perceived video quality.
Several different methodologies for subjective quality assessment have been proposed in the prior art. Most common methodologies use some kind of rating scale, either Absolute Category Rating (ACR), such as the five point scale ranging from "bad" to "excellent", or relative impairment scale where distortions are assessed in comparison to a reference sequence, using a scale ranging for instance from "impairments are imperceptible" to "impairments are very annoying" [1] , [2] . The obtained ratings are then converted to a numerical scale, and then the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) can be computed, representing the subjective quality of the video. Alternative methodologies comprise, e.g., pairwise comparisons [3] , [4] and rank ordering [5] , [6] .
Subjective quality assessment based on ratings, pairwise comparisons or rank ordering are useful for assessing the overall quality of short video sequences. Unfortunately, they cannot be used for assessing the relative annoyance of timevarying individual artifacts, such as quality fluctuations caused by rate adaptation or glitches caused by transmission errors, such as packet losses in packet-switched networks. To capture the dynamics of temporally varying video quality, continuous quality assessment techniques have been proposed. Those methodologies use, e.g., a continuously adjusted slider or knob to dynamically indicate quality changes [7] , [8] , or a button that is pressed when quality drops to unacceptable level, or a glitch is observed [9] - [11] .
Unfortunately, those continuous quality assessment methods are still restricted to the temporal dimension, and the spatial location of the artifacts is not determined by the test subjects. As High Definition (HD) resolution is becoming a commonplace, it is not rare that two or more separate packet loss artifacts overlap in the temporal dimension within the same sequence. To evaluate the relative visibility of artifacts occupying different locations in both spatial and temporal dimensions, we have proposed a novel methodology, where test subjects indicate the location of observed artifacts by tapping a touchscreen in the respective position [12] . The percentage of users who have observed the artifact can then be used as a measure for the subjective visibility of that artifact.
In this paper, we present an in-depth analysis of the relationship between the subjective visibility and the objective characteristics of individual packet loss impairments, based on the subjective data obtained in our earlier study [12] . We also propose a novel Full-Reference (FR) objective model for estimating the noticeability of individual packet loss artifacts, based on the features derived from their objective characteristics. The insights from this study can be applied for estimating user satisfaction for video streaming and broadcasting services under different channel error conditions, as well as development and optimization of coding and transmission schemes for networked video systems. The proposed FR packet loss visibility model can also be used for benchmarking the No-Reference (NR) methods for assessing packet loss visibility.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss the background and the related work, including typical characteristics of packet loss impairments, as well as the relevant subjective and objective quality assessment methods concerning packet loss artifacts. In Section III, we summarize the subjective experiment for collecting the data used in this paper [12] , propose a novel method for assessing macroblock level error visibility, explain a revised method to determine error clusters, and then show how the error clusters are assigned to taps on the touchscreen. In Section IV, we propose different objective features characterizing packet loss artifacts and analyze their correlation with subjective visibility of packet loss artifacts. We also propose a novel model combining different features to predict the subjective visibility more precisely. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Packet losses occur in communication systems where the underlying transmission protocols do not guarantee reliable delivery of transport packets. For the networks based on Internet Protocol (IP), this is the case if User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is used as a transport protocol. Even though video streaming based on the reliable Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is becoming more common, there are still applications where video communications deploying UDP is a reasonable option. For example, in IP-based cable TV networks, IP multicast is typically deployed, which prevents the use of TCP. In addition, video transmission over TCP is prone to frame freezes, and especially for interactive applications, packet loss artifacts may be preferred to frame freezes.
A. Characteristics of Packet Loss Artifacts
Typical visual characteristics of packet loss impairments are fundamentally different from source distortion [13] , [14] . The severity of channel distortion depends on many different factors: packet loss rate and pattern plays a major role, but the video content and the coding parameters also have a high impact on the actual distortion as experienced by the end user [13] . By using efficient error concealment, the visual quality distortion can be significantly alleviated. In the best case, the remaining distortion may be nearly invisible to a human observer.
Traditionally, error concealment techniques are classified as spatial methods, where the lost areas are reconstructed by interpolating from the spatially surrounding pixels, and temporal methods, where lost areas are copied from temporally adjacent frames. Several sophisticated methods for both spatial and temporal error concealment have been proposed in [14] - [17] . Unfortunately, the most efficient methods are relatively complex in terms of computation and implementation [17] . This is why practical video decoders usually rely on simpler methods, Examples of temporal and spatial error concealment with FMO. Temporal concealment (a) appears as misplaced blocks; spatial concealment (b) appears as blurry blocks, due to interpolation. such as bilinear interpolation for spatial error concealment and motion copy for temporal error concealment [18] . These methods are able to produce satisfactory results for typical video contents with a relatively small packet loss burden.
The performance of error concealment can be further boosted by employing codec specific error resilience features, such as Flexible Macroblock Ordering (FMO) in H.264/AVC [19] . With FMO, it is possible to interleave consequent macroblocks in different transmission units so that in case of an individual packet loss, there are adjacent macroblocks available next to each lost macroblock, facilitating interpolation-based concealment of lost macroblocks [19] . Practical experiments have shown that FMO can improve video quality in the presence of packet losses, at the cost of a slightly decreased compression efficiency [19] , [20] .
Two main types of packet loss artifacts can be identified, related to different error concealment techniques [13] , [14] . Spatial interpolation is typically used when there is no reference frame available (e.g., the first frame in the group of pictures or the frame immediately after a scene change), or when the spatial activity level in the affected region is low (e.g., blue sky or some other uniform surface). Spatial concealment methods are based on interpolation from the pixels in the correctly received regions, often resulting in blur effect. Another class of packet loss artifacts is attributed to temporal error concealment methods, aiming to replace the lost blocks by copying the best matching block from the previous frame. Temporal error concealment usually works well on static background, but often causes severe distortion in regions with intensive motion. In this case, the missing blocks tend to be misplaced in respect with the neighboring blocks. An example of artifacts resulting from both temporal and spatial error concealment is shown in Fig. 1 .
Even when the location of the lost macroblocks is available to the decoder, it is difficult to know to which extent other macroblocks are affected by the losses. This is because practical encoded video sequences typically use temporal prediction, leading to error propagation between macroblocks. Division of macroblocks into smaller prediction blocks can make the prediction structure rather complex and can cause even more apparent temporal artifacts.
An example of error propagation related to temporal error concealment is shown in Fig. 2 . The impact of error propagation disappears when a new Group of Pictures (GOP) starts with a self-contained I-frame. In video sequences with intensive motion, the impact of error propagation may also vanish gradually, as the damaged pixels are eventually fully replaced by the decoded prediction residuals. It is very difficult, if not impossible, to estimate the visual impact of error propagation analytically. In the related work, some models have been proposed for quality degradation that is related to error propagation [21] - [23] , but those models can predict distortion with a statistically acceptable accuracy only on the sequence level, not on the frame level.
B. Subjective Assessment of Packet Loss Artifacts
Several subjective assessment studies were conducted to evaluate packet loss artifacts [24] - [27] . There are also some publicly available databases with video sequences distorted with simulated packet losses. Probably the best known database focusing exclusively on packet loss artifacts is the EPFL-PoliMi database, that contains videos in CIF (352×288 pixels) and 4CIF (704×576 pixels) resolutions, with packet loss rates ranging from 0.1% to 10% [26] . Another well-known database, including both coding and packet loss artifacts, is the LIVE database [28] . Public subjective video quality databases are usually annotated with the MOS values for each test sequence, possibly along with the standard deviation or even the scores given by individual test subjects. It is also possible to assess Just Noticeable Distortion (JND) points [29] instead of MOS; however, we are not aware of any JND-based databases focusing on packet loss artifacts.
Unfortunately, MOS is an estimate of the overall quality, and from plain MOS it is not possible to extract information about the individual artifacts and factors contributing to the overall score. To obtain more detailed information on the temporal dynamics related to packet loss artifacts and temporal quality variation in general, several continuous quality assessment methods have been proposed. For instance, the Single Stimulus Continuous Quality Evaluation (SSCQE) is a standardized method in which video quality is assessed by moving a slider simultaneously as the perceived quality changes [7] . The SSCQE method has been successfully employed for assessing video sequences with packet loss impairments [24] , [25] . Borowiak et al. have proposed a continuous method where decreased audiovisual quality can be compensated by turning a knob [8] . However, to the best of our knowledge, this methodology has not been used to evaluate packet loss impairments.
Reibman and Poole [10] proposed a method where a space bar is pressed when a packet loss artifact is observed [30] , [31] . Each packet loss is then characterized by a subjective visibility index, computed as the percentage of users who have observed the loss. In a similar fashion, Argyropoulos et al. [11] conducted an experiment using a button to indicate observed packet losses; in addition, the test sequences were also rated using an 11-point ACR scale. Jumisko-Pyykkö et al. [9] have also used a button to indicate unacceptable distortion caused by packet losses on audiovisual content.
The main weakness of the abovementioned continuous quality assessment methods is that they only give information about the presence of distortions in the temporal dimension. However, as high resolution consumer video streams are becoming more common, each encoded video frame needs to be fragmented in a large number of transport units. This is why a common scenario in high resolution video streaming may involve several temporally overlapping packet loss impairments occupying different spatial locations. On a large display, attention can be drawn to the major artifact, and simultaneous minor impairments are possibly not noticed. To obtain information about the spatial location of the observed impairments, we have proposed a methodology where the video is played on a touchscreen, and the user taps it in the position where a packet loss artifact is observed [12] . We will discuss the experiences gained from a subjective study employing the methodology in more details in Section III.
C. Objective Assessment of Packet Loss Artifacts
Typically, the design goal for video quality metrics is to provide good performance across different types of distortions, compression noise and transmission errors in particular. All the well-known objective Full-Reference (FR) video quality metrics, such as Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity Index Metric (SSIM) [32] , Video Quality Metric (VQM) [33] and MOVIE [34] have been extensively tested with video sequences including also packet loss artifacts [30] , [35] - [38] . There is evidence that many objective FR metrics are not capable to predict the perceptual impact of compression and channel artifacts equally well [35] - [37] ; however, the best metrics usually achieve acceptable results in scenarios where different artifacts are present [35] , [38] .
The objective metrics discussed above are FR metrics, which means that they use the decoded video signal with impairments as input, along with the non-impaired reference video signal. However, in practical use cases of video streaming, packet losses are experienced by end users, who do not have access to the reference video. Therefore, NoReference (NR) metrics are important for real-time quality monitoring in streaming applications. Since NR metrics use only the impaired video as input, they need to evaluate distortions indirectly by detecting features that are usually related to compression or channel noise, such as blockiness and blurriness [39] .
It is challenging to distinguish features representing impairments from features that are part of the source content, and this is why NR metrics in general are not capable of predicting subjective video quality as accurately as state-of-the-art FR metrics. It has been shown that different distortion specific metrics (e.g., blur, blockiness and jerkiness) do not work well alone for NR assessment of global video quality, but they can be combined into a more accurate generic metric by machine learning [40] - [42] . Unfortunately, video quality metrics based on machine learning tend to be prone to irreproducibility, due to overfitting and the fact that the commonly used machine learning algorithms do not include a mechanism to ensure that different features are combined in a consistent manner [42] . To make sure that a learning-based quality metric considers packet loss artifacts properly, the metric has to be trained using video sequences with similar artifacts.
From the perspective of our study, the related work about NR packet loss artifact detection is especially interesting. Montard and Bretillon compute standard deviations of pixel intensities for each macroblock to detect suspicious macroblocks. As secondary criteria, they assess the similarity of the suspected macroblock and its neighbors to decide if the macroblock is considered lost [43] . Rui et al. [44] use edge detection along the macroblock borders to detect blocky packet loss artifacts. Ong et al. [45] also measure blockiness to detect packet loss artifacts; in addition, they measure inter-frame similarity to detect frame freezes and losses. In a similar fashion, Teslic et al. also measure gradients to detect edges at macroblock borders, and use this information to detect suspected packet loss artifacts [46] .
Shabtay et al. [47] split the error detection task in two parts: detection of temporal error concealment, and detection of spatial error concealment. To detect temporal error concealment, Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) between each macroblock and the respective macroblock in the previous frame is computed. The authors assume that if MAD is small, the macroblock may have been directly copied from the previous frame. If an edge is detected at the upper or lower macroblock border, the suspicious macroblock is considered temporally concealed. For spatial error concealment, the authors assume that the lost macroblocks are interpolated using the edge pixels above and below the lost macroblock. This kind of error concealment makes vertically aligned structures smoother, which can be detected by comparing the gradients measured in vertical and horizontal directions.
Valenzise et al. also consider both temporal and spatial error concealment in their method [13] . In contrast to [47] , motion compensation is also used to detect temporal error concealment. MAD between the concerned macroblock and the motion compensated reference macroblock, together with the variance of the local motion vectors computed from the decoded video, are used as discriminative features to indicate temporal error concealment. For detecting spatial error concealment, the authors assume that the used interpolation kernel is known, and therefore each macroblock can be compared directly against its spatially concealed version. The authors also propose a method for estimating the most likely positions of corrupted macroblocks, after first estimating the probabilities for individual macroblocks to be corrupted.
Detecting packet loss artifacts directly from decoded video is a challenging problem, since different forms of error concealment lead to artifacts with very different statistical characteristics [48] . Even though several methods have been proposed in the prior art, they tend to rely on some simplifying assumptions about the used concealment method. The best methods can detect an appearing packet loss artifact reasonably accurately. However, the shape and extent of the artifact is often evolving along time, due to temporal prediction and error propagation. As the duration of a packet loss artifact has a great impact on its visibility, more research is needed on the temporal dynamics of packet loss impairments.
III. ASSESSING PACKET LOSS IMPAIRMENTS
To assess the visibility of individual error clusters, we conducted a subjective study, where the test video is displayed on a touchscreen and the task for the test subjects is to tap the screen where they notice an appearance of a packet loss artifact. The subjective experiment and the preliminary results were first published in [12] . In this section, we summarize the study, propose a novel method for assessing the visibility of impairments at the macroblock level, and finally present revised algorithm for determining the error clusters and assigning each tap to an error cluster.
A. Subjective Study
For the subjective study, we used source content obtained from Consumer Digital Video Library (http://www.cdvl.org) [49] . The source video is about six minutes long, containing different scenes with diverse spatial and temporal characterstics. The original resolution and format was Full HD (1920×1080 pixels), 50 frames per second, in YUV4:4:4 coding. To facilitate processing, we converted the original video to YUV4:2:0 format, 25 frames per second, and encoded it with H.264/AVC reference codec (version 12.4) [50] , using GOP length of 25 frames and FMO enabled. The audio track was not used. To guarantee stable source distortion level, Quantization Parameter (QP) was fixed to 24. To allow high granularity of packet loss impairments, each frame was divided in 42 slices, i.e., 200 macroblocks per Network Adaptation Layer Unit (NALU), one NALU per packet. To facilitate error concealment, FMO was enabled with the chessboard pattern.
For packet loss simulation, we used a simple MATLAB script to drop packets randomly. In order to produce meaningful output for the subjective experiment, we used different packet loss rates for different sections of the video: since packet loss impairments are typically more visible in regions with high spatial activity level, we used lower packet loss rate in those regions to avoid an overwhelming amount of distortions. The average packet loss rate was approximately 1.5%. It should be noted that our intention was not to simulate a realistic network scenario, where packet losses tend to appear in a bursty and sporadic manner. We assume that by producing more frequently distributed impairments, we can reduce the length of the experiment and obtain more informative results by keeping the test subjects more focused and motivated.
For error concealment, we used the standard techniques implemented in H.264 reference codec [50] , as explained in [18] . For I-frames, spatial error concealment based on weighted interpolation is used. For P-and B-frames, temporal error concealment is used. The temporal error concealment scheme attempts to predict the motion vectors from the correctly received macroblocks. If the average motion is below a predefined threshold, missing macroblocks are just copied from the same position in the previous frame [18] . Even though the method is rather simple, it usually gives satisfactory results, and most of the real-life video broadcasting systems still rely on similar error concealment techniques.
The subjective test method is straightforward: the test subjects were instructed to view the video displayed on a touchscreen and to tap the screen when they observe a packet loss artifact, in the position where the artifact appeared. For playing the video and recording the taps, we developed a test program for this specific purpose, using C++ and Qt Creator platform. As hardware, we used Dell's panel PC (Windows 7) with 21.5 inch touchscreen. Before each session, a brief introduction was given, including examples of packet loss artifacts. Twenty test subjects participated in the study: 7 females, 13 males, from 20 to 33 years old. According to the feedback from the test subjects, the task was considered challenging but interesting.
B. Macroblock Level Error Visibility
In [12] , we used the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the impaired and non-impaired macroblocks (luma component only) as a macroblock level indicator of error visibility. Unfortunately, MSE does not predict the visual distortion very accurately in all situations. For example, if a macroblock containing a detailed texture is displaced by one pixel (a common artifact caused by temporal error concealment), MSE is typically very large. However, in this case, a human observer can hardly see any visual impairment at all. On the other hand, if a macroblock is located on a smooth uniform surface, even a small change in the tone can lead to a noticeable impairment, if the neighboring macroblock remains the same.
To overcome the limitations of MSE, we have proposed a more appropriate method for estimating the visibility of macroblock level distortion. Our approach is based on the simple observation that detailed textures tend to mask the visually perceived distortion level. It should be noted that the perceived impairment is also high if a textured block is replaced by a smooth block, or a smooth block is replaced by a textured block. Therefore, we will define spatial intensity S as a minimum spatial activity of the original and the replaced blocks:
where S REF is the spatial activity in the original reference block, and S TAR is the respective spatial activity in the impaired target block. There are several ways to approximate the spatial activity level of a block of pixels. In ITU-R Recommendation P.910 [51] , Sobel filter is first applied to the frame to reveal edges, and then standard deviation is computed and used as a spatial activity index SI. In our study, we have adopted similar definition for S, but at the block level: 
where std() denotes standard deviation, Sobel() denotes Sobel filter operation as defined in [51] , and B i,j is the pixel intensity (monochrome component) of reference block B at position (i, j), andB i,j is the respective intensity in the impaired target blockB. Note that in our study, we use pixel intensities normalized to the range 0..1. We have also omitted two pixels that are closer than three pixels from the edges, in order to avoid edges at block border appearing due to temporal error concealment to impact the results; this is why the pixel indices for the 16×16 pixel blocks run 2..13 instead of 0..15.
In the following phase, PSNR is computed for each macroblock, using the standard equation: Finally, we can apply a sigmoid function to convert PSNR and S into a macroblock-level error visibility index (E MB ):
The fixed parameters α and β will be defined empirically so that the subjective impairment matches with E MB . Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between PSNR and E MB : in terms of PSNR, the visibility threshold depends on the intensity of the spatial texture, measured by T from Eq. (1) . Values between 0 and 1 represent different levels of visibility: impairments of E MB < 0.1 are usually only visible in still images when inspected carefully, whereas impairments with E MB > 0.9 are highly visible even if only one isolated macroblock is impaired.
To find the optimal parameters α and β, we have used EPFL-PoliMi database [26] . The database consists of two datasets with test video sequences of two different resolutions: CIF (352×288 pixels) and 4CIF (704×576 pixels). We computed PSNR and S for each macroblock in each of the 4CIF resolution test sequences in the database (CIF resolution dataset was not included, because CIF resolution is very low compared to our test video sequences of Full HD resolution). Then, we searched for the parameter values α and β that will minimize the linear correlation between the average E MB and the respective MOS values for each sequence (since E MB is a distortion score and MOS is a quality score, the ideal correlation between them would be −1). As a result, we obtained the optimal values α = −37 and β = −0.06. Figure 4 shows an example of MSE and E MB results in two different blocks with errors: as the example shows, MSE highly overestimates the visibility of a misaligned block on a detailed texture, whereas E MB is much better in line with the subjectively perceived error visibility.
C. Error Clusters
In the prior art, an individual packet loss artifact is usually defined as an impairment caused by a single packet loss. For example, in the work by Reibman and Poole [10] , test sequences were created so that within each specific time interval, there was only one packet loss appearing. This is a reasonable approach, when the perceptual impact of an individual packet loss event is studied. However, in practical video sequences, packet losses are rarely isolated events. Very commonly, two or more packet losses have a visual impact in spatially and temporally overlapping regions. In this case, it is not always possible to visually distinguish the impact of separate packet loss events as separate artifacts. This is why we have taken a fundamentally different approach for defining a packet loss artifact.
We define an error cluster as an area in the spatiotemporal space with a high density of visual impairments caused by packet losses. The definition of error cluster is agnostic to actual packet loss events: an error cluster may appear as a result of one packet loss, or several packet losses. It is also possible that one packet loss causes two or more separate error clusters. For example, one packet loss can affect two visually complex objects on a smooth surface; in this case, the objects can suffer from visible impairments, but the smooth surface between the objects is efficiently concealed by an error concealment algorithm, and therefore the visible artifacts occur in two spatially separated locations. Figure 5 shows an example with two separate error clusters. In this example, red blocks indicate visually impaired macroblocks. When visual impairments appear in adjacent frames in near spatial position, the impairments are supposed to belong to the same error cluster. Therefore, error clusters can be considered as three-dimensional bodies floating in the spatiotemporal space. The example in the Fig. 5 shows two error clusters appearing simultaneously, error cluster A spanning over four frames and error cluster B over three frames. Due to temporal prediction and error propagation, it is common for error clusters to change shape and position along time. In some cases, two (or more) error clusters can merge into one along time, or split into two (or more) spatially separate clusters.
To combine erroneous macroblocks into error clusters, certain rules need to be defined followed to avoid generating a large number of severely fragmented clusters. The algorithm is similar to that described in our earlier study [12] , except that we use E MB as a macroblock level indicator for error visibility, instead of MSE. First, E MB is computed for all the macroblocks in the video sequence. Then, the algorithm goes through all the macroblocks and tests the following conditions: 1) If the average E MB value in the surrounding window of 7×3 macroblocks is higher than θ 1 , all macroblocks in that surrounding window are marked as erroneous.
2) If the average E MB value in the surrounding window of 5×3 macroblocks is higher than θ 2 , all macroblocks in that surrounding window are marked as erroneous.
3) If the average E MB value in the surrounding window of 3×3 macroblocks is higher than θ 3 , all macroblocks in that surrounding window are marked as erroneous.
4) If the E MB value is higher than θ 4 , all macroblocks in the 3×3 surrounding window are marked as erroneous.
Asymmetric windows are used, because typical coding pattern of macroblocks follows horizontal rather than vertical order, and horizontal edges are more prominent than vertical edges in many practical video contents (such as landscape with a horizon). If the macroblock is located close to the border of the frame, the surrounding window sizes are adjusted so that it fits to the valid area. Since the subjective error visibility is related to human perception, there is no analytical method to determine the threshold values. If the thresholds are too high, there will be visible impairments that are not included in any error cluster. On the other hand, if the thresholds are too low, there will be a lot of small fragmented error clusters with hardly visible impairments.
In our implementation, we have used values θ 1 = θ 2 = θ 3 = 0.1, and θ 4 = 0.25, determined by trial and error. The implementation of the algorithm in pseudocode is shown below (algorithm 1). Distortion index in the macroblock in position (i, j) of frame n is e_mb[i,j,n], M and N denote the spatial dimensions of the frame (in macroblocks) and L denotes the length of the sequence (in frames). Binary flag is_err[i,j,n] will indicate if the macroblock in position (i, j) is classified as impaired or not.
Algorithm 1 Find if MB is Classified as Impaired
After the first pass, the algorithm will go through the macroblocks again to assign error cluster identifiers to the macroblocks that are marked as impaired. When two impaired macroblocks are located next to each other, they are assigned the same identifier, i.e., they belong to the same error cluster. Also, if two error clusters in consecutive frames are fully or partially overlapping in the spatial dimension, the same identifier will be used for them, and this is how the error clusters can span over several frames (as seen in Fig. 5 ). As a special case, two or more error clusters can also merge along time: in this case, the merged error cluster is considered as continuation of the largest of the error cluster in the previous frame(s). In some cases, error clusters can also split into smaller parts. In this case, they are considered to be part of the original error cluster (i.e., the same identifier is assigned to them).
D. Assigning Taps to Error Clusters
The aim of the subjective experiment using the touchscreen was to study the visibility of error clusters. For this purpose, each tap should be assigned to the most likely error cluster the user has observed. To relate each tap to a spatiotemporal region, we have defined a detection window: spatially, it spans symmetrically around the tapped macroblock, including 37 macroblocks in total. Temporally, detection window spans from frame n − 30 to n − 4, where n is the tapped Fig. 6 .
Example of a detection window in the spatiotemporal space, overlapping with error clusters A and B.
frame. With 25 frames per second, it is equivalent to the time interval starting 1200 milliseconds before the tap and ending 160 milliseconds before the tap. We assume that this interval will cover typical reaction times. In the relevant related studies, average reaction times of 400-500 milliseconds have been observed [29] , [52] , and a vast majority of test subjects reacts faster than in one second. Note that for different frame rates, the interval has to be adjusted accordingly.
Since the test video sequence contains a large number of error clusters, a detection window may overlap with several error clusters. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 , where detection window is denoted in yellow color and error clusters in red color. In this example, error clusters A and B overlap with the detection window in the spatiotemporal space. Error cluster C overlaps with the detection window only temporally, not spatially, and it is therefore not considered as detected. It is a matter of definition, if both error clusters A and B should be considered detected, or only the one that has the most significant overlap with the detection window. In our initial study [12] , we used spatiotemporal weighting to emphasize positions close to the spatial midpoint and temporally most likely reaction times within the detection window. We also made a distinction between "main detection" (the error cluster with the largest overlap with the detection window) and "side detections" (the error cluster(s) with smaller overlap(s) with the detection window).
In practice, inaccuracies in cluster formation and the physical act of tapping the screen seem to play a bigger role in causing misdetections than confusion between main and side detections. This is why we have simplified the technique for cluster detection by omitting the spatiotemporal weighting and the concept of main and side detections in this paper. Therefore, we have only counted the main detections (the error clusters with the largest overlap with the detection window without weighting). Each error cluster is classified as detected or non-detected in a binary fashion, even if the cluster is detected several times by separate taps. The most visible error clusters typically last for at least 200-300 milliseconds, which leaves enough time for test subjects to detect multiple error clusters appearing in different spatial position within the same detection window.
IV. CHARACTERIZATION OF PACKET LOSS ARTIFACTS
Several different measures can be defined to characterize error clusters. We can expect that the spatiotemporal size and the average distortion would be highly related with the subjective visibility of an error cluster, but other factors may have an influence, too. In this section, we analyze different characteristics of error clusters and how they are related to error visibility, and we also propose general error visibility models combining different features of error clusters. We have used MATLAB (R2017a) for analyzing the video sequences, and Python for training and validating the learning-based regression models.
A. Characteristics of Error Clusters
The most obvious attribute of an error cluster is its size in temporal and spatial dimensions, i.e., the number of macroblocks the cluster contains. The size can be divided into temporal length (number of frames) and average spatial size (total number of macroblocks divided by the number of frames). We have also computed the relative size of the error cluster, in respect with the temporally overlapping parts of other error clusters. The relative size is the number of macroblocks in the error cluster divided by the number of macroblocks in all the error clusters in the same frames.
Another important attribute is the intensity of distortion. In our preliminary analysis in [12] , we used PSNR as a distortion measure, but in this paper, we will also compute different cluster level error distortion indices by combining E MB values of the cluster by with different pooling schemes (maximum, mean, median, and average of the 10%, 25% and 50% of the macroblocks with the largest E MB ). We assume that content adaptive percentage pooling would give the most accurate results, but to keep the model reasonably simple, we have only tested those listed fixed percentages. We would not expect any essential improvement by using adaptive percentage pooling.
In addition to distortion measures, we have also computed the spatial and temporal activity indices (SI and TI) for each error cluster, following the definitions of SI and TI from [51] . Large SI indicates high spatial activity, i.e., detailed textures or a lot of edges etc. Large TI indicates high temporal activity, i.e., intensive motion. Our initial results suggested that there is a negative correlation between SI and visibility of the error cluster. This is expected, because anomalies are easier to observe on smooth surface than on detailed textures. There is also a positive correlation between TI and visibility of the error cluster. We assume that the combination of motion and defect attracts attention easier than static distortions. To capture the joint impact of spatial and temporal activity, we have also formulated a combined spatiotemporal activity index as TI/(SI + 10 −4 ), where the constant term 10 −4 is used for the denominator to avoid division by zero when SI is zero.
To analyze how different characteristics influence the visibility of the error cluster, we have computed Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient (PLCC) and Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficient (SROCC) between different attributes and subjective error cluster visibility (i.e., the proportion of test subjects who have detected the cluster). In addition, we have computed the p-values from PLCC (n = 6487) to test the statistical significance level of the observed correlation. The results are shown in Tables I-III , grouped in three main categories: attributes related to the size of the cluster are listed in Table I, distortion measures in Table II , and content related factors in Table III. As expected, the results in Table I show that there is a relatively significant positive correlation between error cluster size and subjective visibility. Temporal length (number of frames) and spatiotemporal size (number of macroblocks) show roughly similar correlation. We have also computed the relative size for each error cluster, defined as the absolute spatiotemporal size of the cluster divided by the number of all the impaired macroblocks located in the respective frames. The relative size is also positively correlated with the subjective visibility.
The results in Table II show that there is a clear correlation between different distortion measures and the subjective error visibility. Apart from median E MB , there is correlation for all the measures at a statistically significant level (p < 10 −4 ). The results indicate that E MB is more accurate measure of subjectively observed distortion than PSNR; however, appropriate pooling has to be applied to generate the overall distortion index from the macroblock level indices. Maximum E MB shows the highest correlation, followed by mean of 10% of the highest E MB values in the cluster. Table III shows that spatial and temporal activity levels of in the distorted regions also play a role for the error visibility. Reciprocal of spatial activity index SI shows higher correlation than temporal activity index TI, but both correlations are at the statistically significant level. By combining SI and TI into a spatiotemporal index TI/(SI + 10 −4 ), a stronger correlation can be observed.
We can conclude that the subjective visibility of an error cluster is contributed by all the studied factors: cluster size (both absolute and relative), strength of the distortion, and spatiotemporal activity of the original content in the region covered by the error cluster. The p-values show that the statistical significance level is high for the correlations computed for all the tested attributes, except median E MB . However, none of the studied attributes alone can be used to predict the subjective error visibility level accurately.
It should be noted that correlation analysis between different attributes and the subjective visibility is challenging, due to the prevalence of very small error clusters. The small error clusters, comprising only few macroblocks, are most likely not noticeable; however, some of them may have been accidentally detected by erroneous or late taps. This may be the case particularly when a small error cluster is spatiotemporally located in the vicinity of a larger cluster. In Fig. 7 , we have plotted the histogram of the clusters with different subjective error visibility levels. Most of the error clusters have not been detected by any subject, i.e., their subjective visibility is zero. On the other hand, none of the error clusters have been tapped by all the 20 test subjects; the highest subjective error visibility is 19. The histogram shows roughly a logarithmic distribution of subjective visibility levels: only 22 
B. Analytical Model for Error Visibility
We have tried different approaches to develop an error cluster visibility metric, based on the individual attributes listed in Tables I-III . The most promising approach to compute cluster 
We have tried the proposed formula with different combinations of attributes. Our observations show that in general, the strongest correlations are achieved by combining four attributes representing the following categories: absolute size, relative size, distortion intensity and spatiotemporal activity. In general, the attributes showing strongest correlations in Tables I-III typically also work best when used in Eq. (5) to compute E CL , but there are exceptions to the rule: in particular, 10% percentage pooling for E MB tends to work better than maximum E MB .
Since the subjective error visibility is limited to the range from 0 to 1, we have used a piecewise function f (E CL ) to fit to the data, with parameters a and b (a < b) defining the lower and upper limits. In addition, parameter c is used as an exponent to better match with the shape of the values. The formulation of function f (E CL ) is as follows:
In Table IV , we have listed the best results in terms of PLCC, SROCC and MSE, when different sets of attributes are applied to Eq. (5), and minimum least squares (MLS) regression is used to fit the piecewise function defined in Eq. (6) to the data. Since there are a large number of different distortion measures as listed in Table II , we have included only some of the best performing distortion metrics with different combination in Table IV. In terms of SROCC, the best result was obtained by using combination of SS for the spatiotemporal size, maximum E MB value for distortion, TI/(SI) for a content-based coefficient, and the relative size as a fourth attribute. If PLCC or MSE is used as a performance criterion, a better result was achieved by using a combination of SS, mean of the 10% highest E MB values squared, spatiotemporal index TI/(SI + 10 −4 ), and relative size RS. Due to the limited number of error subjective visibility levels in the data, we can consider PLCC and MSE as more appropriate performance metric than SROCC; therefore, the last line in Table IV is taken as the best performing combination of attributes. The results in Table IV show that the prediction accuracy for subjective visibility will be significantly improved by computing E CL with different combinations of attributes, compared to the individual attributes listed in Tables I-III. The correlation coefficients are still not very strong. However, as shown in the histogram in Fig. 7 , the distribution of the subjective error visibility levels is very imbalanced. Due to the nature of the subjective experiment, the data is also rather noisy. This is why it is expected that there are relatively large amount of error clusters that are detected by a mistake, or a tap is erroneously assigned to a less visible error cluster that is spatiotemporally close to a more visible error cluster.
In Fig. 8 , we have plotted the subjective error visibility levels as a function of E CL , computed using the best performing combination of attributes (written in bold in Table IV ). The blue line shows the piecewise nonlinear fit to the data. As we can see, the curve fits reasonably well to the data points with low error visibility level, but it predicts the data points with a high error visibility level less accurately. Since the vast majority of the error clusters have very low subjective visibility, minimum least squares regression overemphasizes the clusters with low error visibility.
In order to give equal weight for different error visibility levels, we have computed the average E CL values for each subjective visibility level. Then, we applied the piecewise function to the average values instead of the raw data points. Note that there are no error clusters detected by every test subject, and this is why the subjective visibility level 1 is omitted; therefore, there are only 19 data points representing different subjective visibility levels from zero to 0.95. The average E CL values for each subjective visibility level are plotted in Fig. 9 .
The average E CL values can be fitted with high accuracy by piecewise linear regression (PLCC = 0.942, SROCC = 0.926, MSE = 0.0094). When the model is applied to the original test data, correlation coefficients PLCC = 0.721, SROCC = 0.468 and MSE = 0.0072 are obtained. In terms of SROCC, it is better than the result when regression is applied to the original data, and in terms of PLCC, it is only slightly worse. However, MSE is noticeably worse, since the subjective visibility of the low visibility level error clusters are predicted less accurately, Fig. 9 . Subjective error visibility as a function of the average cluster level error visibility computed for each level. Grey dots denote the individual error clusters, black dots denote the average E CL for each level, and blue line shows the nonlinear fit to the averages, using Eq. (6).
and those clusters significantly outnumber the clusters with high error visibility. On the other hand, the data concerning the low error visibility clusters is rather noisy, and in spite of worse overall MSE, the model with higher discriminatory power regarding highly visible error clusters may be preferred in practical applications.
C. Machine Learning Model for Error Visibility
Regression models based on machine learning are highly popular in practical applications of computer vision, including visual quality assessment. This is why we have also tried different machine learning techniques to predict subjective visibility from a set of attributes selected from those listed in Tables I-III. In the literature, several different machine learning techniques have been applied for image and video quality assessment, including Support Vector Machine (SVM), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Random Forest (RF) regression [53] - [56] .
Our dataset is particularly challenging for machine learning, because it is produced in a specific experiment and therefore rather limited. This excludes data intensive techniques, such as CNN and deep learning. The output values (subjective error visibility levels) are also very unbalanced. An ideal model would be able to discriminate low and high visibility error clusters accurately, but this would require that the data points with different visibility levels were relatively evenly represented in the training and validation datasets. A common practice in machine learning is to use a random split of 80:20 into training and validation data. In our case, this would mean that the validation data would contain very few data points representing the high error visibility clusters. Even if 50:50 random split is used, the high error visibility clusters may be very unevenly distributed, since there are so few of them.
To guarantee a fair balance of data points in training and validation data, we have split each of the 21 error visibility levels into training and validation data separately, using 50:50 split for each level. In this way, we can make sure that each error visibility level is represented in training and Accuracy of bagging regression for predicting the subjective visibility levels illustrated. Red dots denote individual error clusters. validation sets, even though there are only few data points for some levels (e.g., two data points for levels 13, 17 and 19) . The input features are pre-processed by rescaling them to interval 0.1.
We have tried different random splits and different regression models available in scikit-learn toolbox for Python to predict subjective error visibility level from six features, namely TS, SS, RS, SI, TI and E MB 10% (see Tables I-III) . These are the same features we have used for the analytical model described in Section IV-B. Since our dataset is unbalanced, the random split into training and test sets has a relatively high impact on the results. This is why we have tried 25 different splits, and reported the average results (PLCC, SROCC and MSE), as well as standard deviations, in Table V . Four different regressors were used: MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP), Support Vector Machine (SVM) with Gaussian kernel, Random Forest (RF), and Gradient Boosting (GB). Default kernels and parameters were used for each technique. We have also included results using Bagging Regression with GB as a base estimator. As a comparison, the results obtained from the analytical model are also reported.
As the results show, GB regressor performs the best, and its performance can be further boosted by using bagging. Standard deviations indicate that the best performing techniques also give relatively constant results across different splits to training and validation data. An example of the prediction results using bagging regressor is illustrated in Fig. 10 .
D. Discussion
As expected, spatial and temporal extent of the error cluster is correlated with its subjective visibility. Also the relative size of the error cluster (in respect with the other error clusters that are present in the overlapping temporal window) shows a clear positive correlation with the subjective error visibility. However, the importance of the size should not be emphasized too much: even a dummy test subject tapping the screen randomly would be expected to detect some of the large error clusters, since random detection windows are more likely to overlap with large error clusters than small error clusters. In some cases, even large error clusters may go unnoticed, if the intensity of the distortion is low.
In our prior study, we used conventional PSNR to measure the intensity of the distortion. In this paper, we have proposed a macroblock level error visibility index E MB that predicts the perceived distortion more accurately than PSNR. We have tried different pooling methods to combine macroblock level E MB values into a cluster level distortion measure E CL ; correlation analysis shows that the highest correlation with subjective error visibility can be achieved from the mean of the highest 10% of the E MB values. We can conclude that E MB is substantially more accurate metric for estimating the visibility of packet loss artifacts than PSNR.
The video content also impacts the visibility of errors. When motion is present, temporal error propagation often causes artifacts that look unnatural and change shape along time. Temporally intensive artifacts are therefore more likely to draw attention than static artifacts in temporal static regions of video. This is why temporal intensity level is positively correlated with error visibility. Spatial activity is also related to error visibility. Errors on very detailed textures are less noticeable than errors on more smooth regions, since the fine details often "masks" the distortion. This effect is considered already in E MB . Nevertheless, including spatial activity index into the overall error visibility estimate improves the correlation with subjective visibility. By integrating any sophisticated saliency model (see examples in [57] ), we could expect some performance improvement. However, it would be questionable if the improvement would be sufficient to justify the increased complexity.
The best performing regression techniques based on machine learning work only slightly better than the simple analytical model we have derived. However, we assume that the regression results could be improved further by using a more extensive dataset and by selecting the kernel functions and parameters more carefully. However, given the inaccuracies in the subjective experiment, as well as the lack of a precise definition for an error cluster, the results can be considered satisfactory already, and drastic improvement would not be expected.
The proposed features for characterizing packet loss artifacts are relatively computationally very simple. On the other hand, the proposed algorithm for combining erroneous macroblocks into error clusters requires multiple passes, and it is therefore computationally more complex. Our test implementation (in MATLAB) is not capable for real-time processing of video sequences, but we assume that a properly optimized implementation in a lower level compiled programming language (such as C or C++) could be used for continuous monitoring of received video signal in real time.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied packet loss distortion in video sequences by analyzing individual, spatiotemporally limited error clusters. We have extended the analysis of the subjective study published in [12] by deriving new numerical features characterizing the error clusters and improving the method for determining the error clusters. We have also proposed two new models for estimating the subjective visibility of error clusters from those features: an analytical model, and a learning-based model. We have shown that there are several different factors influencing the visibility of packet loss artifacts. Spatiotemporal extent of the impaired region, as well as the intensity of distortion are important factors, but also the content, defined in terms of spatial and temporal intensity, plays a role on the subjective visibility. In the related studies, the focus is usually on the video quality on the sequence level, not on the visibility of different isolated artifacts individually. This is why we believe that our study provides valuable insights for researchers developing methods for minimizing the impact of packet losses in video streaming and broadcasting applications. We also expect that the proposed FR method for detecting error clusters can be useful as a benchmark to NR methods for detecting packet loss artifacts at macroblock level.
